
AUCE Affiliation Committee · 

Recommendation on structure and responsibilit i es, from AUCE Provincial Executive 
\ 

I. Structure 

Moved that the affiliation committee be composed of the Provincial Executive 
and one additional elected representative from each local, thereby providing 
each local with three voting members on the committee 

Note: additional AUCE members may attend and participate in committee meetings 
as with all other AUCE meetings, but voting will occur as above 

II. Responsibi lities 

1) to proceed with meetings and discussions on the conditions for affil ·iation 
to the CLC with CLC representatives, and CLC affiliate union representative s 
(BCGEU, OTEU, CUPE) 

2) to proceed with discussions and meetings with CCU r~presentatives about 
conditions for affiliation with CCU 

3) to report findings from discussions to the membership, and to attempt to 
generate a debate among AUCE members, by publishing and distributing a 
regular affiliation committee bulletin every two weeks. The bulletin will 
be printed at Provincial and distributed to local reps for distribution 
to local members 

4) to organize a special AUCE convention for early 1980, at which AUCE members,· 
discuss and resolve the matter of affiliation 

Note: this proposal assumes that the affiliation committee only has the authori t 
to thoroughly discuss the opt ions and condit ions for affiliation with respectivE? 
organizations, in order to put those options to the membership at convention. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·Ir 

Further proposals for affiliation committee consideration: 

Working timeline: 

Meeting schedule: 

Bulletin format: 

_prepare for convention on weekend of FEB. 23 & 24 
- Oct. thru Dec. schedule meetings with org. reps.; report to 

membership thru bulletin 
- Dec. solicit resolutions on affiliation; circulate in Jan. 

every second Tuesday and Fri day n i te before month 1 y Prov. Exec. nr: 
(to have meetings with reps; to work on bulletin; etc.) 

section(s) giving factual reports on correspondence or meetings 
with affiliate representatives; 

section for members to write in arguing various options tor affil ·1 

Convention logistics: -delegate/ voting structure 
-Resolutions Committee/ deadlines for submitting/accepting re ~; 
-publicity 
-location/time/place/delegate materials/food 


